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Kling is a value-oriented project that proposes to give everyone a source of income through easy play-to-earn games. This is a remarkable feature that sets us completely apart from every other ecosystem.
To facilitate action and participate in the Kling Metaverse, the user will have to purchase Kling tokens. Like several other projects, Kling tokens can be swapped or exchanged for other coins and redeemed anywhere in the world.

Following the inception of blockchain in 2009, innovative and digital technology has become an essential tool of our era. Along with this, the introduction of Metaverse has created endless opportunities for digital technology adoption with movement towards a parallel digital universe. Kling Metaverse will form a community of users offering them multiple earning opportunities through their easy-to-play games. The ultimate aim of the platform is to become a one-stop destination of Web 3.0 Arcade games. Further, the Kling Metaverse will be driven by everyday human acts like reading, walking, driving, etc. with a “2Earn” element to incentivize the users. It will adopt cryptocurrency and blockchain to reward several human activities that will drive easy-to-use earning solution for the masses.  
The main objective is to become everyone's choice. Capturing the true essence of tech advancement and providing everyone with an ecosystem they can adopt and trust without unnecessary technicalities. Kling is set on redefining the concept of technology and cryptocurrency by eliminating the wrong perception that it is only for the elite or tech-savvy individuals.  

Introduction
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Token information and correlation with utility
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The Kling Token is the governance and rewarding token of the Kling ecosystem. Responsible for many activities to uphold the ecosystem and reward our users impressively. 
Users in the Kling Metaverse are rewarded in Kling Token. They can engage in several games like Match2Earn (Matching 2 colors to unveil an NFT), Play2Earn like thumb-inking and so on. Further, they can also stake their Kling token to earn high ROI (up to 10%).
Utilities Reward on Premium

The Kling Tokens are the ecosystem cryptocurrency for participation in the Kling Metaverse. For instance, any game that the users want to engage in, they will first have to purchase the minimum token required for participation. 
Purchase
Our IDO (Initial Dex Offering)An IDO on Pancakeswap is planned where users can participate directly in the fundraising by buying the Kling Tokens and staking it accordingly. Decentralized payment methodThe entirety of cryptocurrency enhances an earning mechanism that transcends a single country's border. Users can move money without a central authority or any form of hindrance. Earned rewards can be converted to stablecoins and cryptocurrencies, giving you the chance to receive or send your money anywhere. One remarkable feature of our system is the use of Kling Tokens in exchange for BUSD. With this swapping or exchange process, users can perform borderless transactions. 
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Want to play a game of chance and built a collection of NFTs that can be staked? Then Match2Earn is the go to game. It is one of the first games on the Kling Metaverse. It is a simple color matching game through which the player mints an NFT. The game starts with an unrevealed NFT card that the player needs to purchase with Kling Tokens to participate in the game. Further, the player can simply flip the NFT by matching two colors. In case of a perfect color match, i.e., both the chosen color match the NFT colors in the same order, the player gets rewarded 10x multiple of the amount invested. Similarly, in case of one color match, i.e., one of the colors matches the NFT in the same order, the player again gets rewarded 4x multiple. However, in cases where none of the colors match the unrevealed NFT, the player can stake the NFT on Kling platform to recover their principal amount back in a year. 

Breakdown of Kling's games and utilityMatch2Earn
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Users earn 2% ROI on every challenge with the tokens. Idlemine comes with unlimited participation giving users the ability to earn as much as they wont. With this feature, a single participant can earn as much as 10% ROI. It is simple, and each participant has at least a 95% winning chance.  

The Kling Metaverse aims to be easily accessible for all participants. The aim is for users to enjoy the game while also earning some extra income in their free time. Idlemine is one such game that allows players to earn in their free time. It is a simple thumb inking game where the player bets against an allotted time (minimum 5 minutes) and is supposed to keep their thumb on the screen for that period. If the player is successful in keeping the thumb at the allocated location, he/she will gain xx% returns. However, in case of failure, their invested amount will be deducted. 

Idlemine (Play2Earn)
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Kling Metaverse is a staking system that radically changes activities for good, bridging the gap between regular users and crypto-savvy individuals. Users upload their bills, purchase Kling Tokens of equivalent amount and connect their wallets to the Kling App. You can also earn Kling Tokens by participating in other rewarding activities in the ecosystem. 
Once the bill has been uploaded with equivalent purchase of Kling Tokens, the user will get regular interest in Kling Tokens on that amount and post one year, the return will be rewared to the user in USDT.

Impressive ROI and ease of usage combined in a single system to serve everyone right. Billverse is an alternative to the traditional staking system that relies on the Proof-of-Stake model and other technicalities to create a cumbersome investment process.
Billverse (Stake2Earn)
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Kling 

The treasury grows with staking. Users can stake for a time period between 1 week to 5 years and receive interest on it. Naturally, the interest grows with the length of time. Users can stake by participating in the Kling token IDO or converting the lost NFTs into a staking protocol to prevent a total loss. 

The treasury operations start with 50% tokens allotted to the treasury in Kling's tokenomics. This is not just to lock away the token or deprive users of making a purchase. However, Kling seeks to keep the price of Kling Tokens favorable to every holder by ensuring an ineffective control of the number of tokens in circulation. 
Treasury operations and revenue streams
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Kling 
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To maintain our ecosystem and give our investors the biggest return possible, we made an impressive revenue source that does not impede the interest of our users. Amount staked, and the treasury fund will be invested in a stable and safe protocol. For instance, stablecoin and interest generated will be paid in reward to investors and users. 

smart order routing
Market making 24/7 365 days, BTC/ETH/SOL,revenue from round trips and Maker taker fees from Deribit,Inx and many new exchanges,Kling wealth platform dvdt.exchange with 
1. Exchange 2. BidBid ask Spread  BAM revenue Kling spread ,5 to .1 Dex revenue sharing Pancake Swap fees 68% sharing

3. Local currency swap from stable coins example BUSD/USDC to Nigerian or Uganda currency with local dealers, with Billverse launch Kling will become global FX broker/Bank
4.

 Service revenues upgrading Edutech/media/Web2.0 companies with revenue sharing Kling multi block chain wallet revenue from Swap,Purchase,transfer  Casino Edge All Kling play2earn games were built with Casino Edge, odds in favour of Kling
5. 6. 7.

Revenue source

Kling 
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Phase 1: Kling Token Listing on Pancakeswap and Community Airdrop.  Earn Kling tokens through KLING'S Match2Earn NFT  game and IDLEMINE Play2Earn mobile App. 
Launch of Further “2Earn” projects such as Drive2Earn, Share2Earn, Compete2Earn, Learn2Earn Etc. Participate and Earn Kling Tokens through Kling's own “2Earn” Space.  

Phase 2.Launch of Kling's own staking platform called the Billverse. Users can earn stable currency (USDT/BUSD) by staking their bills and Kling together.  

Phase 3:Launch of Kling's Virtual Arcade. P2E with retro games in the virtual arcade!
ICO and CEX listing of Kling token.

  Shop2earn  Share2earn

Phase 4:Launching of several 2Earn protocols to bridge the gap between Web 2.0 and Web 3.0   Learn2earn  Play2earn
  Drive2earn

Roadmap And Upcoming Project 
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Kling plans to bridge the gap between the physical and the virtual economies. Introducing the biggest innovation of our time, Kling ecosystem will introduce an extensive 2Earn protocol. All activities will become earning protocols. We will further combine this with the Web 3.0 integration giving organizations and individual an impressive ecosystem to thrive on. Kling will offer solutions to web 2.0 companies and help them migrate to web  3.0 through its strong treasury platform.According to Citi bank metaverse economy could be worth 13 trillion $ by 2030. In the  last decade web 2.0 companies like YouTube, FB, Twitter, amazon etc. controlled the earnings of creators through their affiliate programs. With web 3.0 creators will define their earnings. Hence, earning distribution will be determined by the masses instead of centralized large corporate.

Bridging the Gap between Web 2.0 & Web 3.0 with Kling’s 2Earn Ecosystem

The 2Earn Protocols Play2EarnEdutech companies can offer lifetime scholarships to their customers using Kling treasury solutions L2E(Learn 2 earn)” Gaming companies can integrate Kling solutions to offer lifetime Play2Earn rewards to their customers

Share2earnShop2earnE-commerce companies' customers can earn cashback and rewards on their payments for a lifetime using Kling solutions
Drive2earnDelivery-based companies can pay their delivery personnel by incorporating Kling's web 3.0 solutions using real-time GPS tracking. 

 Media companies and content creation companies can allow their user base to earn royalties and income streams using kling web 3.0 solutions

Learn2Earn
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Compete2earnKling will launch an Esports platform that enable users to compete in their favorite video game titles for Kling Tokens.



Kling W h i t e p a p e r

Capturing commercial and personal needs, Kling is taking the economy in the Metaverse to a place where everyone can leverage it for overwhelming growth.

Innovative technology is a necessity and it is imperative to capture everyone's need for the sustenance of our current world. Enhancing vitality in the Metaverse, the Billverse introduces the biggest and easiest staking of our time. The Match2Earn game is introducing the easiest game with high profit. We are doing this with an easy-to-use interface that captures the need of everyone and allows them to participate. Users who matched the wrong NFTs get to stake the lost premium in the metaverse for a high return. Further, Idlemine provides the scope for users to earn in their free time with an easy to play thumb inking game. 

Summary
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Twitter: https://twitter.com/KlingMetaverseDiscord: https://discord.com/invite/eN3YN8vA9PMedium: https://klingmetaverse.medium.com/

Social media & community
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